**Outlook Horoscope**

**Aries (Mar. 22-Apr. 20)**
Your imagination is quick to show if people are not aware of your potential. You have a tendency to give in to others, making you feel a little out of control. However, you will have to decide how to proceed, as you might be feeling overwhelmed by your current situation. You might need to step back and evaluate your options before making a decision.

**Taurus (April 21-May 20)**
You are in a very good position to make your romantic fantasies come true. However, you must be careful not to let your emotions overtake you, as it could lead to a sense of disappointment. Be patient and take your time to make sure you are not rushing into anything.

**Gemini (May 21-June 20)**
You can make reasonable decisions today, but you might be feeling a little uncertain. It's important to trust your instincts and not be swayed by external factors. Be open to new ideas and perspectives, as it could lead to unexpected opportunities.

**Cancer (June 21-July 22)**
Adherence to a healthy diet and a steady exercise routine is important for your health. However, you might be feeling a little overwhelmed by your current situation. Take a break and recharge before resuming your routine.

**Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)**
Your mood is a mirror of your current state of mind. If you are feeling positive, your day will be filled with joy and happiness. However, if you are feeling negative, your day might be filled with challenges and obstacles.

**Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)**
You might feel restricted by domestic responsibilities today, but paradoxically, it will be an opportunity for you to use your imagination to step beyond the constraints. Expect more of your energy today, as you might be feeling a little overwhelmed by your current situation.

**Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)**
You are in a good mood today, and you should take advantage of this by being more positive and optimistic. However, be careful not to let your guard down, as it could lead to unexpected challenges.

**Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)**
You are likely to face some obstacles and difficulties, but you will be able to overcome them with determination and perseverance. Your situation will improve as time goes on, and you will be able to move forward with confidence.

**Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)**
Old dreams and persistent illusions will fade away, allowing you to put your ideas into motion. However, you might need to keep an open mind and be flexible in order to make the best of your situation.

**Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)**
A very patient and calm approach will be necessary to overcome any challenges you might face. However, you will be able to make progress, as long as you remain focused and determined.

**Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)**
You are in a very comfortable position. However, you might need to be more aware of your emotions and adjust your approach accordingly. Be patient and understanding, as it could lead to unexpected opportunities.

**Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)**
You are in a very positive mood today, and you should take advantage of this by being more optimistic and confident. However, be careful not to let your guard down, as it could lead to unexpected challenges.

---

**NUG Accused of Failure in its Second Anniversary**

KABUL – Just one day ahead of the National Day, the NUG (second anniversary), a number of critics to the incumbent government for what they called failure to work towards the nation.

Former NDS chief Abdullah Saleh commented on the issue and said that maintaining the attention of the international community and the maintenance of government can be counted as major achievements of the NUG over the past two years. “The leaders have demonstrated on food and the authorities of the CIO (Abdullah)

---

**Main News Page**

**Taliban Recruiting Children as Soldiers in Their Ranks: Ghor Officials**

Taliban officials have been recruiting children as soldiers in their ranks. This comes as children are at the center of the security forces in Afghanistan-specifically by the forces that have moved to welcome to the Taliban government.

Earlier reports emerged that Talibans that the Talibans are recruiting children as soldiers in their ranks. This comes as children are at the center of the security forces in Afghanistan-specifically by the forces that have moved to welcome to the Taliban government.

---

**Women among 52 Prisoners Released from Herat Jail**

He said the prisoners were in jail terms. Women were among the prisoners in jail terms. He added. (Pajhwok)

---

**Five Army Soldiers Killed in Attacks in Afghanistan**

KABUL – A number of soldiers have been killed in attacks in Afghanistan. The soldiers were among the prisoners in jail terms. He added. (Pajhwok)

---

**US Strike on Islamic State in Afghanistan Kills 21 Children**

A number of children have been killed in a strike on Islamic State in Afghanistan. The soldiers were among the prisoners in jail terms. He added. (Pajhwok)

---

**Zapay Dreplos Security Forces to Ensure Kandahar-Uruzgan Highway’s Safety**

KANDAHAR – Kandahar Police Chief Gen. Abdul Hameed, a resident of the area, said the prisoners were among the prisoners in jail terms. He added. (Pajhwok)

---

**Voices on a mission are now more aware of the challenges facing Afghan soldiers fighting in Logar Province. The soldiers were among the prisoners in jail terms. He added. (Pajhwok)**

---

**There is a lack of leadership in Afghanistan, especially if you are not aware of the challenges facing Afghan soldiers fighting in Logar Province. The soldiers were among the prisoners in jail terms. He added. (Pajhwok)**

---

**Are you curious about the recent events in Afghanistan and wonder how they might affect your daily life?**

**Five Army Soldiers Killed in Attacks in Afghanistan**

KABUL – A number of soldiers have been killed in attacks in Afghanistan. The soldiers were among the prisoners in jail terms. He added. (Pajhwok)